
General Instructions for the
Installation of Central Pumpstations, 
T-Systems and Cleaner Cabinets



Example: Typical Piping Plan  
Overview with pipe instruction



Central Pumpstation



Example: Foundation plan with piping
for Double Pump Station 



1.

Important installation instructions!

1. Water bin in the vacuum pipe
directly before the pump-station
and before the skews of the
vacuum pipe. 

2. Vacuum pipe wit continuous
down-grade to the Pumpstation 
approx. I= 0,2%

3. Use 45°- bends for change of 
direction.

4. Pipe outlets in the peak of the
collecting pipe. Connection under
45° in flow direction of the main
pipe. 

5. Install pipe connections / 
intersections with plain inner 
cladding (welded sleeves).

2.

3.

4.

T-System Pumpstation



[1] Concrete foundation acc. to 
foundation plan and statics.

[2] Vacuum pipe

[3] Waste water pressure pipe

[4] Cable conduits for:

Electric- and control-cables,
cable Pumpstation

Electric- and control-cables to
the T-Systems / Cleaner cabinets
on the platform.  

[5] On-site earth connections
Pumpstation
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Example: Foundation for Double Pump Station



Watering- and Disposal-Module T-System



Example: Foundation plan with piping for
T-System Satellite module



Example: Concrete frame with pipe mould for
Satellite T-System

1. Concrete frame steel
galv. Version

1. L-Profile frame

2. pipe mould

3. foundation anchor

4. - 8. Support pipes for insertion

To be delivered to the building
company for the foundation
works in advance:



Example: Concrete frame with pipe mould for
Satellite T-System

Foundation block for filling up 
with concrete

Pipe laying with concrete frame for
cast-in-place concrete foundation





Important instructions!

1. Upper edge of the concrete
frame approx. 50mm above
upper edge concrete
foundation (= upper edge
finished floor level), build in 
horizontal.

2. Straight line piping. Pipes 
vertical according to 
requirement leaded through
above the upper edge of the
foundation. (rinsing and 
pressure test necessary)  

3. Cable conduit with taut wire, 
Electric- and control-cables, 
approx. -1-2 m lead through
from foundation.

4. Inlet on-site earth
connections
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Example: Cleaner Cabinets



Example: foundation plan with pipe laying for
Cleaner Cabinet Type MSV2



1. Concrete frame, stainless
steel version

2. L-Profile frame

3. pipe mould

4. foundation anchor

5. - 6. Support pipes for insertion

Delivery to building company for
the foundation works in advance:

Example: Concrete frame with pipe mould for
Satellite T-System



1. Upper edge of the concrete
frame approx. 50- 60mm above
upper edge concrete
foundation, built in horizontal. 

2. Straight line piping. Pipes 
vertical according to 
requirement leaded through
above the upper edge of the
foundation. (rinsing and 
pressure test necessary)

3. Cable conduit with taut wire, 
Electric and control-cables, 
approx. 1-2 m lead through
from foundation.

4. Inlet on-site earth connections 4 4
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Important instructions!



For transport at construction site
and setting up with a rail-road
excavator a crane is necessary


